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AN ENTROPY BASED EVALUATION OF MANUFACTURING 
FLEXIBILITY WITHIN THE SCOPE OF A JOB SHOP MODEL  
SUMMARY 
In addition to the extorsive effects of the environmental conditions on manufacturing 
units through generating more effective configurations consistently, customers‟ some 
unique and time-based expectations exist nowadays. Companies should have the 
ability of adapting their organizational and operational structures according to the 
change-aimer effects of the environment as far as possible. This concept is called 
“manufacturing flexibility” for the manufacturing units and it has been tried to be 
analyzed in various ways by umpteen authors in the current literature. However; 
because of the complex nature of manufacturing flexibility and corresponding terms 
of the concept; evaluating the manufacturing flexibility in especially quantitative 
ways has always considered as a hard work. Therefore, researches which focus on 
measuring manufacturing flexibility are inadequate in terms of the number and extent 
of the studies. In this research, an entropy based evaluation approach which was 
basically inspired by the 2nd law of thermodynamics, is adapted to the measurement 
of manufacturing flexibility. The aim is to evaluate the manufacturing flexibility in 
scope of an hypothetically designed job shop and to reach a numeric value that 
represents the overall flexibility of operations in that manufacturing unit. This is a 
value that would enable comparing the pre or post results of the similar evaluation 
applications in same manufacturing unit. Entropy value shows an increasing 
tendency when the flexibility level gets higher. Therefore, through the definite 
features of current machinery, labour and routings for different products which have 
different number of production steps on different machines, the snapshot is analyzed 
and the effects of certain elements are included to the system by means of demoting 
them in a common concept, “time”. The analysis is performed on MS Excel© 
Programme. The entropy values and their distributions according to individual 
operations are calculated and the results are interpreted through a machine-based 
grouping view that products are processed on. 
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ĠMALAT ESNEKLĠĞĠNĠN ATÖLYE MODELĠ KAPSAMINDA ENTROPĠ 
TABANLI BĠR DEĞERLENDĠRMESĠ 
ÖZET 
Çevresel koşulların imalat birimleri üzerindeki efektif yapılanmayı daima geliştirmek 
yönündeki zorlayıcı etkilerine; günümüzde, müşterilerin bazı özel ve zaman bazlı 
istekleri de eklenmiştir. Firmalar, kendi organizasyonel ve operasyonel yapılarını 
çevreden gelen değişime yöneltici etkilere göre mümkün olduğunca adapte edebilme 
yeteneğine sahip olmalıdırlar. İmalat birimleri için imalat esnekliği olarak 
adlandırılabilecek olan bu kavram, literatürde birçok yazar tarafından çeşitli yollarla 
analiz edilmeye çalışılmıştır. Fakat imalat esnekliği ve bu kavrama ilişkin diğer 
terimlerin kompleks yapısı gereği; imalat esnekliğini özellikle sayısal olarak 
değerlendirmenin zor olacağı görüşü hakimdir. Bu nedenle, imalat esnekliğinin 
sayısal açıdan ölçümlenebilmesine yönelik gerçekleştirilen somut çalışmalar sayı ve 
kapsam açısından sınırlı kalmıştır. Bu çalışmada, termodinamiğin 2. kanunundan 
esinlenerek oluşturulmuş entropi tabanlı bir ölçüm metodunun, imalat esnekliğinin 
sayısal olarak değerlendirilmesine yönelik olarak uyarlanması ve esnekliğin hipotetik 
olarak tasarlanmış bir imalat birimi kapsamında ölçülerek, bütünsel esneklik değerini 
temsil edebilecek tek bir sayısal değere ulaşılması amaçlanmıştır. Bulunacak değer, 
benzer değerlendirmelerin aynı imalat birimi içerisinde, önceki veya sonraki 
sonuçlarıyla kıyaslama olanağı sağlar. Bu nedenle, belirli makine ve işgücü 
özellikleri ile tanımlanmış rotalar doğrultusunda sistemin anlık durumu, farklı sayıda 
üretim safhalarından geçen farklı ürünlerin üretim birimindeki dolaşımı da esas 
alınarak analiz edilmiş ve mevcut işlemlerin bütünsel esneklik ifadesi, sisteme dahil 
edilmesi gereken unsurların etkilerinin genel bir kavram olan zaman boyutuna 
indirgenmesi aracılığıyla elde edilmiştir. Analiz, MS Excel© Programı yardımıyla 
gerçekleştirilmiştir. Entropi değerleri ve her bir operasyon içerisindeki dağılımları 
hesaplanmış ve sonuçlar, ürünlerin işlem görmüş olduğu makineler bazında 
gruplanarak yorumlanmıştır.  
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1.  INTRODUCTION 
The conversion of raw materials into useful articles by means of physical labour or 
power driven machinery simply constitutes manufacturing process (Timings, 2004). 
It has an on-going, adaptive and complex structure with interrelationships between 
different components which are balanced and coordinated into an integrated whole 
(Prokopenko, 1987). 
Improving productivity in any manufacturing system can open up new markets by 
making the products more affordable for the customers and the roaring competition 
for these markets has a compulsive effect on manufacturers to become more 
competitive than ever (Swamidass, 2002; Committee on New Directions in 
Manufacturing, 2004). The companies and especially manufacturing units, have 
some serious problems about coping with ever-changing situations such as the 
decreasing lenght of product life cycles, more rapid delivery times or volatile prices 
in competitive environment (Choi and Kim, 1998). The tremendous pressure on 
manufacturing units to perform at peak efficiency is exacerbated by customers‟ own 
expectations in today‟s world. Nowadays, the customers have some unique and time-
based desires in prospect and accordingly, they want a variety of product models. 
Altough it is always advantageous to keep only a small number of components to 
deal with in any manufacturing environment, the fast changes in competition and 
technology through customer expectations don‟t let companies remain simple. 
Increasing product variety increases complexities and decreases the efficiency of 
manufacturing unit (Nagarur and Azeem, 1999).
  
On the other hand, when an internal or external disturbance occurs, the production 
system has a necessity of immediately responding it. At this point, a number of 
questions arise about the ability of the system. The issues about how should the 
system react or what has to be improved become important within the company. The 
procedure to follow for the change should be selected and potential solutions should 
be examined in terms of their feasibility (Georgoulias, 2007). 
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In actual fact, manufacturing activities can be evaluated in a number of different 
ways and can be described with a large array of statistics and analysis (Committee on 
New Directions in Manufacturing, 2004). To remain competitive, firms must deliver 
the best out of their limited resources and they must develop some strategies for their 
survival and growth through their manufacturing activities (Shuiabi et.al, 2005). 
 
Flexibility is a strategic imperative that enables firms to cope with uncertainties 
(Zhang et.al, 2003). It fosters the ability to meet increasing variety of customer 
expectations with no excessive costs, time or resources. Manufacturing flexibility 
deals with the design and installation of manufacturing systems that are flexible to 
perform a variety of operations and hence different variety of components and 
products that the customers desire (Nagarur and Azeem, 1999).
 
Flexibility evaluation may help in providing some quantitative results that the 
manufacturing unit requires (Georgoilas et.al, 2007). However, the sub-constructs of 
the concept “flexibility” are generally too complex to be conclusively seperated from 
each other. Because of this hardness, especially the quantitative studies in literature 
that focus on the measurement of manufacturing flexibility, the concept is generally 
investigated through the authors‟ specific objectives, mostly in narrow scope. All 
dimensions related to numerous flexibility types could rarely be analyzed together. 
The prevalence of limited domained studies divulges the difficulty in presenting 
common results or valid and comprehensive measures about manufacturing 
flexibility.
  
This study is the output of the effort for evaluating manufacturing flexibility 
quantitatively whereas the concept is even difficult to define or classify within a 
common ground that most of the authors studying in this area accept. An entropy 
based approach is preferred for the evaluation and the results are hypothetically 
analyzed within the scope of a job shop model which includes flexible manufacturing 
competences (Machine Flexibility, Labour Flexibility, Material Handling Flexibility 
and Routing Flexibility) together. Through this analysis, the flexible manufacturing 
capabilities through the current operations are able to be analyzed as a whole and the 
result is denoted in a single numeric value which would enable to be compared with 
pre or post results of evaluation.
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In order to complete this study, the general aspects of manufacturing processes are 
briefly mentioned and the basic classifications of manufacturing systems are 
presented at the beginning. The job shop type manufacturing and its characteristics 
are remarked. The requirement for evaluating manufacturing flexibility is also 
adumbrated in 1st section. Then in 2nd section, the concept “flexibility” is 
introduced through the different approaches presented in literature in the scope of 
types and classifications about it. In 3rd section the aspects of various authors‟ who 
interested and studied on this specific subject are also quoted about the flexibility 
measurement techniques. The entropy based measurement approach is presented 
with its common rules and corresponding formulations are shown. At the end, in 4th 
section, an application is performed in order to reach the numeric value as a result of 
the evaluation of manufacturing flexibility in a specific manufacturing unit by means 
of an entropy based evaluation approach. The findings of this study, some 
interpretations about the result, current limitations and recommendations for the 
further researches are reflected as conclusion. 
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2.MANUFACTURING 
Manufacturing is the act of making things through deliberate processing from raw 
material to desired object, usually with the use of machinery. The act encompasses 
several functions that must be strategically planned, scheduled, controlled and 
terminated (Badiru, 1996). Manufacturing processes are collected together to form a 
manufacturing system (Rajput, 2008). The concept “system” can be defined 
abstractly a relative complex arrangement of physical elements characterized by 
some measurable parameters. In order to model the system, boundries and constraints 
must be defined and the system‟s behaviour in response to excitations or 
disturbances from the environment must be predictable through its parameters 
(Degarmo et.al, 1998).
  
A manufacturing system is composed of inputs, conversion processes, outputs, the 
feedback and the environment (Kobu, 2008). Therefore, the manufacturing system 
should behave as an integrated whole, composed of some subsystems that also 
interact with each other. The differing interactions of the social, politicial and 
business environments have also an effect on the company to form it as a unique 
manufacturing unit with its own set of problems (Degarmo et.al, 1998).
  
A manufacturing system is composed of production machines or tools, human 
resources and material handling system in the simplest way. (http://www.scribd.com, 
25.11.2010)
   
Tools are used for holding, cutting, shaping or forming the unfinished products. 
Basically, machines are the mechanized versions of tools (Degarmo et.al, 1998). As 
the overall system capacity is determined by machine capacity, the firm needs to use 
the machines with their full capacity as far as possible (Francas et.al, 2010). An 
operation on a part can be performed on more than one machine depending on the 
state of machines in the system. It must be noted that each machine may perform a 
particular operation with a different degree of efficiency. The number of operations a 
machine can execute, the uncertainties in demand and machine-part assignments 
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should be incorporated to the models to evaluate the machine performance (Wahab 
et.al, 2008).
 
As to the existance of human in manufacturing units is directly related to operating 
and managing the machines, processes or the overall system. Operators should keep 
the system running either full time or periodically. Labour is an essential resource 
and major cost factor in manufacturing units. Hence, labour resources may 
sometimes be shared. Similar to common components in a production process, the 
ability to transfer workers implies that labour capacity may be input to several plants 
(Francas et.al, 2010). In context of manufacturing system human perform some or all 
of the value added work that is accomplished on parts or products and even in fully 
automated machine, direct labour is still needed to operate and support the system. 
(http://www.scribd.com, 25.11.2010) The educational and training systems that 
support the manufacturing sector are key to its success. This systems will ensure that 
an adequate talent pool exists for manufacturing jobs and that workers already on the 
job continue to be trained. Manufacturing workforce must possess continually 
updated technical knowledge (Committee on New Directions in Manufacturing, 
2004).
 
Material handling system, on the other hand, enables to transport different work 
pieces between various processing centers over multiple paths. In a manufacturing 
unit, it may be manual, semi-automatic or automatic (Papadopoulos et.al, 2009). The 
material handling system and the machines collectively characterize a route within a 
manufacturing unit (Wahab and Stoyan, 2008). And the routes, related operations, 
current layout, organization and the organizational structure, facilities, the techniques 
and technologies used for processing, warehouses and their locations can be other 
supplementary elements for the exact framing of that manufacturing unit.
  
Altough manufacturing systems have no standard design, the components of it are 
usually arranged functionally. Materials, men and equipments are the interrelated 
factors in any manufacturing environment that must be combined properly in order to 
achieve low cost, superior quality and on-time delivery (Degarmo et.al, 1998). 
Manufacturing systems generally consist of several work stations at which operations 
take place and each of these stations may be either automated or manually operated 
(Papadopoulos et.al, 2009). Products are made through the characteristic of the 
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manufacturing processes while the systems integrate the operations into the selected 
sequences to produce the entire product (Degarmo et.al, 1998).
  
How to perform the manufacturing operations in a manufacturing unit in terms of the 
processing sequences or priorities that the products necessitate in a current flow is 
determined by routing activities. The layout of machines or work stations in a 
manufacturing unit and the transportation conditions are considered in order to 
determine routing for any product (Kobu, 2008). A significant characteristic of 
manufacturing system is the difference between fixed and variable routing in the 
manufacturing unit. In fixed routing, all piece parts go through the same route by 
being processed in the same work stations in turn, in the same sequence. In variable 
routing systems, parts are processed through a variety of different station sequences 
(Papadopoulos et.al, 2009). But the alternatives in order to classify the 
manufacturing systems generally differ according to the product or manufacturing 
types, or the volume of products produced and/or the flow criteria of the production 
(Kobu, 2008).
  
In manufacturing units, there are two distinct manufacturig transformation processes 
in flow – as continuous and discrete (Papadopoulos et.al, 1993). The type of 
transformation process and the volumes of production, together, have an effect on the 
mostly accepted classification on the manufacturing systems. This type of 
classification is directly related to the physical systems that the manufacturing unit 
have as a requirement of the nature of how the products produced (Kobu, 2008).  
2.1 Classification of Manufacturing Systems 
The principal types of manufacturing according to the techniques used in processes 
can be classified as; 
a. Process type manufacturing: It involves continuous flow of materials through a 
series of process steps to obtain finished product.  
b. Fabrication type manufacturing: It involves manufacturing of individual parts or 
components by series of operations. Basic manufacturing operations are used in 
fabrication type manufacturing such as casting, forming, machining, grinding and 
finishing, unconventional machining, joining and heat tratement. 
c. Assembly type manufacturing: The parts or components are put together to get a 
complete product (Rajput, 2008).  
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It‟s also possible to face with another classification type about manufacturing 
systems which is formed according to the types of products produced within the 
manufacturing unit. For instance, Kobu (2008) seperates the manufacturing systems 
according to the products produced as production of iron and steel, production of 
coal, production of machine tools, production of chemicals, production of electrical 
equipments, production of electronic goods and production of textile products.
 
However, mostly accepted classification for manufacturing systems is fundamentally 
based on the volume of the products produced and the flow in the company in order 
to perform the manufacturing processes. Mainly, five manufacturing designs can be 
identified to categorize the manufacturing systems: 
2.1.1 The job shob 
It‟s characterized by large varieties of components, general-purpose machines and a 
functional layout.  Machines are collected by function and the parts are routed 
around the shop in small lots to the various machines. 
2.1.2 The project shop 
In typical project manufacturing system, a product must remain in a fixed position or 
location during manufacturing because of it‟s size or weight. Locomotive 
manufacturing, large aircraft assembly and shipbuilding are the examples for the 
necessity of a fixed position layout. Fixed position fabrication is also used in 
construction jobs such as building bridges or dams. The system is characterized by 
the immobility of the item being manufactured. It‟s necessary that the people, 
machines and the materials used in fabrication come to the site to perform the 
manufacturing process and when the job is completed the equipment is removed 
from the construction site. The number of end products is not large in project shop 
manufacturing. 
The project shop invariably has a job shop or flow shop manufacturing system to 
make all the components for the large, complex project. Thus, project shop has a 
functionalized production system (Degarmo et.al, 1998).  
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2.1.3 The flow shop (Batch type) 
It‟s characterized by larger lots, special-purpose machines, less variety and more 
mechanization. Flowshop layouts are typically can be either continuous or 
interrupted. In continuous type, they basically run one-large volume complex item in 
great quantity. If it‟s interrupted the line manufactures large lots but is periodically 
changed over to run a similar but different component.
 
Flow line has a product-oriented layout. When the volume gets very large, especially 
in an assembly line, mass production is observed. This kind of system can have very 
high production rates. Companies that use this type of manufacturing system place 
great emphasis on efficiency and economy of scale in order to remain competitive 
(Papadopoulos et. al, 1993) 
Specialized equipment,  dedicated to the manufacture of a particular product is used. 
The entire plant may often be designed exclusively to produce the particular product 
using special purpose equipments rather than general purpose equipments. The 
investment for specialized machines and tools is high. Manuel labour skill level in a 
flow shop tends to be lower than in a production job shop. Item are made to flow 
through a sequence of operations by material handling devices. Items move through 
the operation one at a time. The time the item spends at each station or location is 
fixed and balanced (Degarmo et.al, 1998). With this type of layout, work stations are 
arranged along the line of part flows. Layout simplifies routing of the parts, it allows 
production to be broken into simple work elements and it also reduces the 
unproductive processing time of parts. However this layout is relatively inflexible in 
that only small number of part types can be manufactured. Consequently, this type of 
system is only justified when production rates are very high (Papadopoulos et al., 
1993).
  
In the flow line manufacturing system the processing and assembly facilities are 
arranged in accordance with the products sequence of operations. Work stations or 
machines are arranged in line with only one work station of a type, except where 
dublicates are needed for balancing the time products take at each station. A hybrid 
form of flow line produces batches of products moving through clusters of work 
stations or processes organized by product flow (Degarmo et.al, 1998).  
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2.1.4 The linked-cell shop (Transfer line) 
It‟s composed of manufacturing cells connected together using a unique form of 
inventory and information control. If a part or product is highly standardized and will 
be manufactured in large quantities, a machine that will produce the parts within a 
minimum of skilled labour can be developed. However such specialized machines 
are expensive to design and built and may not be capable of making any other 
products (Degarmo et.al, 1998). 
2.1.5 The continuous project 
Continuous processes deals with liquids or gases rather than solid or discrete parts. 
The project physically flows in the continuous process. Oil refineries, chemical 
processing plants, food processing operations are the examples for flow production. 
Processes are the most efficient but least flexible kinds of manufacturing systems. 
They usually have the leanest and simplest systems by the fact that these 
manufacturing systems are the easiest to control, having the least work-in process 
(Degarmo et.al, 1998).
  
Briefly, according to the variety and volume of the products produced within the 
manufacturing unit, the manufacturing system designs can be identified as
 
 Job shop type: For the production of different products in small lot sizes, 
 Project type: For the production of one large and complex unit, 
 Batch type (Flow Lines): For the production of many standard or similar 
products to customer specifications but relatively in small volumes 
 Production / Transfer Line: For high volume repetetive production of discrete 
units often associated with a moving assembly line 
 Continuous process: For the flow process required by the production 
technology itself (Papadopoulos et al., 2009).
 
Table 2.1 summarizes the distinguishing characteristics of the pre-mentioned 
manufacturing systems under specific parameters. The difference is analyzed through 
the manufacturing system in terms of types of machines, design of processes, set up 
time, worker features, inventory levels, lot sizes and manufacturing lead time. 
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Table 2.1: Characteristics of Manufacturing Systems (Degarmo et.al.,1998, p:9) 
 Job Shop Flow Shop 
Batch type 
Project Shop Continuous 
Process 
Linked  
Cells 
Types of 
machines 
Flexible, 
General 
purpose 
Single purpose, 
Single function 
General 
purpose, 
Mobile, 
Manual 
Specialized, 
High-tech.  
Simple, 
Customized, 
Single-cycle 
automation 
Design of 
processes 
Functional Product flow 
layout 
Fixed position Product Flow for familiy 
of parts 
Setup time Long, 
Variable, 
Frequent 
Long, Complex Variable Rare, 
Expensive 
Short, 
Frequent 
Workers Single 
functioned, 
high skilled 
Single 
functioned, low 
skilled 
Specialized, 
high skilled 
Skill level 
varies 
Multifunctional, 
Respected 
Inventory Large Large Variable, 
Large 
Very small Small 
Lot sizes Small to 
medium 
Large Small Very large Small 
Manuf. lead 
time 
Long, 
Variable 
Short, 
Constant 
Long, 
Variable 
Very fast, 
Constant 
Short, 
Constant 
2.2 Characteristics Of Job Shop Type Manufacturing Systems 
A job can be defined as the total of the work or duties that a worker performs. It‟s a 
group of related operations and tasks performed at one station or series of stations in 
cells (Degarmo et.al, 1998).And a manufacturing system is the collection of jobs and 
other required operational processes used to obtain the desired results. There are 
many hybrid forms of manufacturing systems but the job shop is the most common 
one within the current classification (Degarmo et.al, 1998). Moreover, it usually 
supplies parts and also subassemblies to the other types of manufacturing.
 
The basic characteristics of a job shop can briefly be listed as below: 
 It consists of small scale production to meet the requirements of individual 
customers. 
 It is carried out in small factories and suits for various works. 
 It has normally a high level of flexibility for operations performed with the 
use of general-purpose production equipment. 
 Continuous and careful thought must be given to the development of cheaper 
manipulative process which involves a number of types of operations. 
 The workers in the department should have skill and good ability to perform 
their Works (Rajput, 2008).  
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Job shop‟s distinguishing feature is the production of a wide variety of products 
which results in small manufacturing lot sizes. As much as 75% all piece part 
manufacturing is estimated to be in lot sizes of 50 pieces or fewer in a conventional 
job shop (Swamidass, 2000). The work is commonly done according to the specific 
customer orders in job shop manufacturing. Because of the necessity of plant to 
perform a wide variety of manufacturing processes, the general purpose production 
equipment is required and the workers must have relatively high skill levels to 
perform a range of different work assignments. In fact, the equipments are designed 
for higher production rates and the machine tools are often equipped with some 
specially designed workholding devices to increase process output rate, precision, 
accuracy and repeatability (Degarmo et.al, 1998).
  
Machines are usually grouped according to general type of manufacturing process in 
job shops. Each different part requiring its own unique sequence of operations can be 
routed the respective departments in proper order. Route sheets are used to control 
the movement of the material. Forklifts and handcarts can be used to move materials 
from one machine to the next.
  
As the company grows, the job shop evolves to production job shops (PJS). 
Industrial equipments, furniture and components for many assembled consumer 
products are made in production job shops. The PJS manufacturing system builds 
large volumes of products but stil builds in lots or batches, usually medium sized lots 
of 50 to 200 units. Lots may be produced only once or they may be produced at 
regular intervals.
 
Because of its design, the job shob has been shown to be the least cost efficient of all 
manufacturing systems. Component parts in a typical job shop spend only 5% of 
their time in machines and the rest of the time waiting or being moved from one 
functional area to another (Degarmo et.al, 1998).  
2.3 Mid-Range Volume Production 
In addition to the two extreme production volumes (as high or low) that mentioned in 
Table 2.1 there is also need for the manufacturing systems with a capability of 
producing mid-range volumes. These manufacturing environments are usually 
catered for by either Flexible Manufacturing Systems (FMS) or Flexible 
Manufacturing Cells (FMC) which include a Group Technology (GT) philosophy of 
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operation and work through a significant degree of flexibility.  (Papadopoulos et al., 
2009).
  
The fast and global transfer of information is the main driver of changing structure of 
manufacturing (Wiendahl, 2007). Along with the new information technologies, a 
continuing and growing number of opportunities are presented to manufacturers. 
Information, data communication, data processing technologies are powerful tools 
that can be used in every element of the manufacturing enterprise including the 
delivery of raw materials, activities on factory floor, shipping, marketing and 
strategic planning (Committee on New Directions in Manufacturing, 2004) In 
response to these technological and other environmental pressures, manufacturers 
turned to extensive use of Manufacturing Technologies(MT). For instance, Computer 
Aided Design (CAD), Computer Aided Manufacturing (CAM), Computer Numerical 
Control (CNC) machines, Computer Integrated Manufacturing (CIM), FMS, 
Automated inspection, Robots, Wide Area Network (WAN), Local Area Network 
(LAN) are the examples for the hard technologies of MT. Soft technologies include 
manufacturing and production know-how, some techniques and procedures such as 
Concurrent Engineering, Just In Time, Material Requirement Planning, Statistical 
Quality Control,  Total Quality Management, Simulation and Modelling (Swamidass, 
2002). Through the use of various MT, manufacturing units have become more 
profitable and effective. Production batch sizes are reduced without any cost penalty 
and the manufacturers gained the capability of bringing new products to the markets 
quicker. They also reduced inventories, lead times and number of suppliers; while 
increasing the quality of product, reliability and customer service. MT helped 
manufacturers to improve the design process and become more skilled in 
development and problem solving which means that; manufacturing units have 
become more “flexible” (Swamidass, 2002).
 
The management of technologically oriented operations is generally more nebulous 
than what the conventional management practices can offer (Badiru, 1996). Number 
of options is much more than it exists in simple manufacturing units.
  
An FMS can be defined as the production system consisting of a set of identical 
and/or complementary controlled machines which are connected through an 
automated transportation system. It is capable of processing workpieces of a certain 
workpiece spectrum in an arbitary sequence with negligible setup delays between 
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operations. Due to the automation of tool exchange operations, the usual time 
consuming interruptions for tool exchanges (including tool preparation) are 
performed while the machine is operating (Tempelmeier and Kuln, 1993). This refers 
to the integration of several automated work cells capable of producing a variety of 
parts. The cells are served by automated material handling equipment such as 
Automated Guided Vehicles (AGV) or Automated Storage and Retrieval Systems 
(ASRS), loading and unloading robots, communication system and a supervisory 
computer. Each cell normally consists of a universal machine tool equipped with 
automatic tool changing and material handling (Badiru, 1996). FMS possess an 
operational flexibility by their ability to process a large number of different items. 
Simultaneously, they possess tactical flexibility as they can easily cope with newly 
designed product families (Schneeweiss, H. Schneider, 1999). Flexibility degree is 
definitely at a high level at any unproblematicly processing FMS. However, the term 
“flexibility” is not dedicated only to FMS.
 
The interrelated elements which is brought together to achieve a specific objective 
constitute a system and even the manufacturing units that only have some basic 
components to produce parts should also develop and manage their operational 
procedures according to the changing environment and fluctuant customer 
expectations.
 
Creating products that can meet the demands of a diversified customer base is a short 
development cycle yielding low cost, high quality goods in sufficient quantity to 
meet the demand. This makes flexibility an increasingly important attribute for every 
type and size of manufacturing units (Wiendahl et.al, 2007). Beach et. al (2000) 
states that flexibility is among the core contents of a manufacturing strategy 
additional to cost, quality and technology. Papadopoulos et. al. (2009) also agrees 
that the typical performance objectives of manufacturing operations are defined as 
quality, speed, dependability, cost and nowadays flexibility as well.
 
The most widespread form of flexible production in industry is the conventional job 
shop. Short-term changes in the production task can be accomplished through 
changing the setup of the machines and a machine is simply flexible, if it can change 
to another production task without any loss of time. Flexibility of a production 
system can also be acheived with several parallel flow shops. It would be possible to 
install a dedicated flow line for each product or for each process plan. A change from 
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one product to the other could be simply achieved through a change from one line to 
another. However, since the flow lines will be utilized at a very low level, flexibility 
of this kind is not found in industrial practice. This extreme case shows that aside 
from time, the costs of flexibility also play an important role (Tempelmeier and 
Kuln, 1993). However, more flexibility does not always mean a more economic 
solution (Beach et.al, 2000).  
2.4 The Objects Of Changeability 
Wiendahl et.al (2007) state that defining the necessary and appropriate actions within 
the system in appropriate time through the main change drivers has an important role 
in changeability. Analyzing the current state; generally helps to find answers about 
the object of variation. The state conditions are framed in productive capacity, range 
of products produced, scope of the strategic options and the variety of businesses in 
which firm is present. Related to this factors; the objects of variation can be the 
quantity of output (productive volume), composition of the output (that is production 
mix) and competitive priorities (classes of performances) (De Toni and Tonchia, 
2005).
 
 Firms primarily have to analyze their change drivers and decide the main steps to 
reach this specific goal. Figure 2.1 summarizes the decision points about the course 
for changes starting from the selection of change driver. 
 
 
 
Figure 2.1: Decision Points Through Changeability (Wiendahl et.al., 2007) 
         Change Driver 
 Volatility 
 Variety 
 Strategy 
          Change Object 
 Product 
 Process 
 Facilities 
 Organization 
          Change Strategy 
 Necessary 
 Sufficent 
 Competitive 
      Change Extension 
 Level 
 Time / Frequency 
 Effort 
      Change Focus 
 External 
 Internal 
Performance 
Measurement System 
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Having considered the determinants of changeability the change objects can be 
agreed upon. It can be a product or product family, technological or logistical 
processes, smaller or larger part of the manufacturing facilities or the organization of 
the firm. Finally a measurement system has to be installed in order to evaluate the 
impact of the implemented changeability with respect to the performance of the 
factory.
  
According to Zhang and Vonderembse (2003), the firms should not be viewed as a 
portfolio of assets (internal competencies) but a set of mechanisms by which 
customer pleasing capabilities are set and built. Thus, the system based observations 
for the changeability and evaluations through flexibility would be able to provide 
some clues about the ability of the dynamic system. 
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3. MANUFACTURING FLEXIBILITY 
3.1 Definition 
 
Flexibility is the availability of degrees of freedom in a certain decision making 
situtation. This situation can arise out of the disturbances of a currently running 
process or by new opportunities presented by the environment (Tempelmeier and 
Kuln, 1993). The decision problems in the design of the manufacturing systems that 
are expected to operate in a flexible way are generally based upon some available 
decision variables, pursued objectives through the given constraints as shown in 
Table 3.1.
 
Table 3.1: Decision Variables, Constraints and Objectives in Flexibility  
                 Decision Problems (Tempelmeier and Kuln, 1993, p:22-24) 
Decision Variables Constraints Objectives 
 Subset of part types to be 
produced 
-Part types 
-Production volume 
-Sequence of operations 
-Mix of processes 
 Components of system 
-Number of machines 
-Number of setup stations 
-Capacity of transportation 
systems for parts and tools 
-Type and number of storage 
systems 
-Type and capacity of tool 
supply system 
 Layout 
 Number and qualifications of 
personnel 
 Output 
-Required production volume or 
mix per unit time (production 
rate, diversity of product 
types…) 
 
 Input 
-Limit on investment volume 
-Technical restrictions 
-Space limitations (buildings, 
strict layouts…) 
-Human factor 
 
 Higher adaptability 
 
 Lower labour cost 
 
 Higher product quality 
 
 Higher productivity and 
better utilization of resources 
(raw materials, time…) 
 
Under the effects of these parameters, manufacturing flexibility represents the ability 
of the firm to manage production resources and the uncertainty to meet various 
customer requests. It deals with the design and installation of the manufacturing 
systems that are flexible to perform a variety of operations and hence different 
variety of components or products (Zhang et.al, 2003; Nagarur and Azeem, 1999). 
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Figure 3.1: Strategic Role of Manufacturing Flexibility 
                                           (Swamidass, 2002, p: 119) 
In current literature researchers investigated the concept in relation to a particular 
domain and a specific objective. Hence, most of the studies are not free from various 
biases specific to the authors‟ own areas of interest (Wahab et.al.,2008). The 
definitions of various types of flexibility have usually depended upon a special type 
of manufacturing system or industry (Choi and Kim, 1998).
  
Tsourveloudis and Valavanis (2002) states that flexibility normally refers to the 
capabilities of a factory floor to rapidly change from one task or from one production 
route to another, including the ability to change from one situation to another, with 
each situation not always defined ahead of time. Manufacturing flexibility reflects 
the ability of firms to respond to changes in their customers‟ needs, as well as to 
unanticipated changes stemming from the competitive pressures (Vokurka and 
O‟Leary-Kelly, 2000).
 
In their study Zhang and Vonderembse (2003) emphasize the fact that the customer 
expectations usually focus on the quick delivery of high quality and low cost 
products. Wahab et.al (2008) assistively state that by means of flexibility, 
manufacturing firms are able to produce these superior-quality and customer-oriented 
products at a low cost and with a faster response to the dynamically changing market 
conditions. 
Aggregate Manufacturing 
Flexibility 
Uncertainty Due To Rapid Changes In 
 Volume 
 Mix 
 Cost 
 Technology 
 Competition 
A stabilizing effect on 
 
Business profitability 
Business growth 
 Reduced lead time (Order to Shipment) 
 Reduced inventory 
 Shorter due dates 
 Smaller lot sizes 
 Frequent new products 
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According to Schneeweiss and Schneider (1999) flexibility can be characterized as 
the ability of a system to cope with unforeseen changes. In fact, the widely accepted 
definition for flexibility is in same direction as Schneeweiss and Schneider do. 
Flexibility for a manufacturing system is widely defined as having the ability to cope 
with changes and adapting to various situations which are expected to affect the 
performance in product mix, product volume, process or material (Shuiabi et.al, 
2005). Therefore, from a general point of view, manufacturing flexibility can be 
understood
 
 as the characteristic of the interface between a system and its external 
environment 
 as a degree of homeostatic control and dynamic efficiency of a system 
 as capability of adaptation/change (De Toni and Tonchia, 2005) 
However a remarkable definition is owned by Zhang and Vonderembse (2003). They 
define flexibility as the organization‟s ability to meet the various customer 
expectations without excessive costs, time, organizational disruptions or performance 
losses. A more noteworthy aspect stemed from the study that Wiendahl et.al 
presented. Wiendahl et.al (2007) interprets the flexibility as the ability of a system to 
change its behaviour without changing its configuration. In the way of behaviour 
change, manufacturing flexibility has been able to used strategically for the offensive 
as well as defensive purposes (Swamidass, 2002).  
                      Table 3.2: Competitive Value of Manufacturing Flexibility 
                                        (Swamidass, 2002, p:120) 
In Offense In Defense In Offense and Defense 
 
Responding to opportunitiees 
 
Desensitizing the System to 
Adverse Changes 
 
Increasing Efficiency 
1.Ability to introduce large 
number of new models into the 
market 
2. Ability to reduce the time 
required to change the entire 
product line  
1.Less susceptible to changes in 
demand supply and tastes due to 
a broader range of product mix 
2. Enables manufacturer to cope 
with uncertainties caused by 
changes in the external 
environment – demand, mix, 
material 
1.Better utilization of capacity 
through wider range of product 
mix 
2.Reduction or elimination of 
setup time or change-over time 
3.Better use of capacity of the 
production of counter cyclical 
products 
 
It has been suggested that manufacturing flexibility has a theoretical relationship 
with strategy and has been proved to be an influental factor in strategic change. 
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3.2 Brief History 
In former manufacturing environments, demand was more stable, there was less 
product variety and life cycles or lead times were longer (Beach et.al, 2000). 
However, since the early 1980s, traditional methods of manufacturing large batches 
of products are no longer appropriate (Tsourveloudis and Valavanis, 2002). To 
develop and introduce new products quicker by using the existing facilities, the 
capacity to absorb fluctuations in demand is seen as the most important competitive 
issues and such considerations have been a catalyst for the interest in manufacturing 
flexibility (Beach et.al, 2000).
 
Vokurka and O‟Leary-Kelly (2000) states that since Hayes and Wheelwright in 1984 
first advocated that manufacturing flexibility be one of the primary dimensions of the 
competitive strategy of a business, there has been a substantial growth in the amount 
of research on manufacturing flexibility. However, early in flexibility development 
only some simple methods could be applied in manufacturing units. For instance a 
series of small, functionally oriented machines are proposed that they were plugged 
together in different sequences to make different products (Zhang et.al, 2003). For 
the evaluation of flexibility, the alternatives were simply counted. However in 
present days; the requirement for flexibility and the enormous technical advances 
have led companies to more sophisticated and automated solutions. 
3.3 Literature Review 
In the field of operations management (OM), manufacturing flexibility has been the 
subject of much academic enquiry. However, a comprehensive understanding of the 
subject remains elusive (Beach et.al, 2000). The major hurdles to the understanding 
of manufacturing flexibility has been a homogeneous view of manufacturing 
flexibility and a lack of consensus on the terms used to describe it (Swamidass, 
2002). The concept of manufacturing flexibility is confounded because the attributes 
of flexibility, the dimensions of flexibility and the types of flexibility) are often 
mingled (Zhang et.al, 2003).  
3.3.1 Attributes of manufacturing flexibility 
 Range element: This is the range of products produced 
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 Uniformity element: It is a performance measure reflecting the ability to 
operate uniformly at any point in the range. It is measured yield or quality. 
 Mobility element: It is the ability to move within the dimension of change 
and measured as cost or time (Beach et.al, 2000) 
3.3.2 Dimesions of manufacturing flexibility 
Vokurka and O‟Learly-Kelly (2000) define the dimensions of flexibility as in Table 
3.3. Dimensions can be thought as the critical parameters that are able to effect the 
existance or the amount of flexibility within the manufacturing unit.
 
Table 3.3: Definitions of Flexibility Dimensions 
               (Vokurka and O‟Leary-Kelly, 2000) 
Machine Range of operations that a piece of equipment can perform without a major 
setup 
Material Handling Capabilities to move different parts throughout the manufacturing system 
Operations Number of alternative processes or ways in which a part can be produced within 
the system 
Automation Extent to which flexibility is housed in computerization of manufacturing 
technologies 
Labour Range of tasks that an operator can perform within the manufacturing system 
Process Number of different parts that can be produced without incurring a major setup 
Routing Number of alternative paths a part can take through the system in order to be 
completed 
Product Time it takes to add or substitute new parts into the system 
New design Speed at which products can be designed and introduced into the system 
Delivery Ability of the system to respond to changes in delivery requests 
Volume Range of output levels that a firm can economically produce products 
Expansion Ease at which capacity may be added to the system 
Program Length of time the system can operate unattended 
Production Range of products the system can produce without adding new equipment 
Market Ability of the manufacturing system to adapt to changes in the market 
environment 
3.3.3 Types and classifications of manufacturing flexibility: 
In order to better understanding of manufacturing flexibility many studies have been 
carried out which create the groundwork for exploration of different flexibility 
typologies, dimensions, time frames and measurement approaches. Efforts have 
contributed to an important step in providing better models of practice for industry 
and greater understanding for academic researchers. It is possible to come across 
various types and classifications of manufacturing flexibility in literature. Table 3.4 
represents the list of some terms associated with manufacturing flexibility on OM 
literature. 
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Table 3.4: List of The Terms Related To Manufacturing Flexibility 
 
Term A Representational Reference 
Adaptation flexibility (Swamidass, 2002) 
Assembly system flexibility (Swamidass, 2002) 
Application flexibility (Swamidass, 2002) 
Changeover flexibility (Beach et.al., 2000) 
Resource flexibility (Slack,1987) 
Operation flexibility (Tempelmeier and Kuln, 1993). 
Rerouting flexibility (Beach et.al., 2000) 
Routing flexibility (Tempelmeier and Kuln, 1993). 
Sequence flexibility (Beach et.al., 2000) 
Dispatch flexibility (Swamidass, 2002) 
Job flexibility (Swamidass, 2002) 
Machine flexibility (Zhang et.al., 2003) 
Material flexibility (Swamidass, 2002) 
Modification flexibility (L.L. Koste et al.,2004) 
Process flexibility (Shuiabi et.al., 2005) 
Program flexibility (Shuiabi et.al., 2005) 
Product flexibility (Shuiabi et.al., 2005) 
Production flexibility (Shuiabi et.al., 2005) 
State flexibility (Swamidass, 2002) 
Material Handling flexibility (Tempelmeier and Kuln, 1993) 
Design flexibility (Swamidass, 2002) 
Expansion flexibility (Tempelmeier and Kuln, 1993) 
Market flexibility (Shuiabi et.al., 2005) 
Value Chain Flexibility (Zhang et.al, 2003) 
Demand flexibility (Swamidass, 2002) 
Systems flexibility (Slack,1987) 
New product flexibility (L.L. Koste et al.,2004) 
Labour flexibility (L.L. Koste et al.,2004)  
Mix flexibility (Zhang et.al., 2003) 
Machining flexibility (Swamidass, 2002) 
Volume flexibility (Tempelmeier and Kuln, 1993) 
 
In Table 3.4 the references are shown representatively, owing to the fact that it‟s 
possible to attain umpteen authors who have mentioned about the aforesaid terms. In 
some slightly different descriptors; some terms for manufacturing flexibility may 
overlap with each other and some descriptors are aggregate of others. For instance 
process flexibility intersects with operational flexibility and it also includes routing 
flexibility, machine flexibility and material handling flexibility conteptually. (Zhang 
et.al, 2003). 
Browne et al. (1984) classified flexibility into eight categories belonging to machine, 
process, product, routing, volume, expansion, operation and production flexibilities 
(Nagarur and Azeem, 1999). Then, Sethi and Sethi (1990) elaborated the types of 
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flexibility which assist in classifying flexibility in manufacturing operations into 11 
descriptions. Machine Flexibility, Material Handling Flexibility, Operation 
Flexibility, Process Flexibility, Product flexibility, Routing Flexibility, Volume 
flexibility, Expansion Flexibility, Program Flexibility, Production Flexibility and 
Market Flexibility reflect Sethi and Sethi‟s classification (Shuiabi et.al.,2005). In 
literature, almost all of the authors at their sole discretion, accept the validity of all or 
any selected part of this classification.
 
Table 3.5 shows a mix of definitions from literature related to the accepted types of 
manufacturing flexibility through the aforementioned classification. 
Table 3.5: Types and Definitions of Manufacturing Flexibility 
Flexibility Type 
 
Definition 
Machine Flexibility The ability of a piece of equipment to perform different operations and be 
switched over from one operation to another effectively (Zhang et. al, 
2003). 
Material Handling 
Flexibility 
Ability to transport or locate workpieces of different types and sizes 
(Tempelmeier and Kuln, 1993). 
Operation Flexibility Being able to process with different technological sequences or operations 
(Tempelmeier and Kuln, 1993). 
Process Flexibility Ability to make different types without a major setup (Shuiabi et.al, 2005). 
Product Flexibility Ease of adding or subsituting new products in manufacturing facility 
(Shuiabi et.al., 2005). 
Routing Flexibility. Concerns the different routes that a workpiece can follow through a given 
process plan (Tempelmeier and Kuln, 1993). 
Volume Flexibility The ability to work economically at different output levels (Tempelmeier 
and Kuln, 1993). 
Expansion Flexibility How much and whether or not a system can be expanded through changes 
(Tempelmeier and Kuln, 1993). 
Program Flexibility Ability of a system to run unattended for a period of time (Shuiabi et.al., 
2005) 
Production Flexibility Concerns with set of products which can be processed without further 
investments (Tempelmeier and Kuln, 1993) 
Market Flexibility Ease with which a manufacturing system can adapt to a changing market 
(Shuiabi et.al., 2005) 
Flexibility involves multiple factors (Chang, 2007). That‟s because most of the 
concepts related to flexibility are restricted merely to particular situations and 
consider only a limited number of components that the flexibility generally have 
(Schneeweiss and Schneider, 1999).  
Shewchuk and Moodie (1997) is concerned with developing a framework for 
classifying the various types of flexibilities found in manufacturing. The modelling 
framework for developing a framework for classifying flexibility types consists of 
three items: a „basic mechanism model‟, a model of the manufacturing system design 
activity‟ and „a system/environment model‟. However the authors express the 
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unability of the framework that it can‟t be used for identifying all types of flexibility 
found in manufacturing.
 
Manufacturing flexibility has also a theoretical relationship with strategy. 
Nevertheless, managers still find it hard to develop flexibility as a tool for 
competition because it is difficult to measure (Chang, 2007). The flexible factory or 
firm can strategically respond to customer orders more quickly, provide a broad 
range of products and introduce new products more effortlessly. However 
incorporating high flexibility usually requires huge investment in new machinery or 
flexible manufacturing systems as well as adopting new production techniques. Thus, 
there is a need for a tool that will aid in measuring flexibility of a process, or a tool 
that will enable the monitoring of the flexibility of whole plant (Shuiabi, 2005). 
3.4 Flexible Manufacturing Competencies and Capabilities 
Flexibility can be considered as the result of various components which contribute to 
a system's availability (Schneeweiss and Schneider, 1999). According to Zhang‟s 
model (2003) the “Flexible Manufacturing Competences” are defined as Machine 
Flexibility, Labour Flexibility, Material Handling Flexibility and Routing Flexibility. 
These flexibilities results in “Flexible Manufacturing Capabilities” which are 
Volume and Mix Flexibility that would finally lead company to customer 
satisfaction. 
3.4.1 Flexible manufacturing competences 
3.4.1.1 Machine flexibility 
Machine flexibility would enable the machine process different operations and 
components, to keep a low machine idle time (Nagarur and Azeem, 1999). It defines 
the ability of a machine to be set up quickly and to handle product variety. 
(Schneeweiss and Schneider, 1999). Among the various types of manufacturing 
flexibility that have been addressed in the literature, machine flexibility is the most 
important and fundamental in which other types of flexibility generally depend on 
(Wahab et.al.,2008).
  
Machining time, inefficient idle time, inevitable idle time, setup time, and repair time 
determine the general machine status. (The inevitable idle time is the state to be 
found if a manufacturing system is operated under its capacity.) Among these, only 
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the machining state adds values to the parts produced and other states are not 
absolutely needed for the manufacturing. Thus, it is desirable that their use be 
reduced as much as possible. (Choi and Kim, 1998).
  
The existing models do not provide a unified approach to measure machine 
flexibility. Measures usually consider either one or two technological parameters 
related to the machine (Wahab et.al.,2008).  
3.4.1.2 Labour flexibility 
It shows the ability of a worker to handle various types of jobs and the easy 
adaptation for the transitions among several tasks. The physical conditions of the 
worker can affect the level of flexibility as well as the degree of their capabilities, 
experineces and tendencies. 
3.4.1.3 Material handling flexibility 
Material handling flexibility is the ability of the material handling system to transport 
and locate workpieces of different types and sizes. The larger material handling 
flexibility is, the better the machines can be supplied with workpieces. Thus, 
flexibility of the machines is not hindered by the limitations of material handling 
system. Technical design and the layout of transportation paths can influence 
material handling flexibility (Tempelmeier and Kuln, 1993) 
3.4.1.4 Routing flexibility 
Routing flexibility enhances a system easier scheduling of parts by better balancing 
the machine loads and allows the system to produce a given set of part types or part 
families without interruption (Chang, 2007). It applies when a workpiece with a 
given process plan can follow different routes through the system. Several identical 
machines can be alternatively used for performing an operation (Tempelmeier and 
Kuln, 1993). The flexibility of system routing reduces the possibility of bringing a 
production line to a halt when unexpected events ocur (Chang, 2007). A system with 
alternate production routes can maintain high production performance when one of 
the machines is broken down or under maintenance.
  
The reliability of machines should be taken into consideration in routing flexibility 
measurement. Using more routes did not always lead to more efficient production. If 
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the utilization of the machine has been taken into account, then we also have to 
consider the case that if the machine is occupied by another job, a new job will have 
to wait in the queue, as there is no alternative route.  
3.4.2 Flexible manufacturing capabilities 
The flexible capability of manufacturing unit is framed under volume and mix 
flexibilities in Zhang‟s (2003) model. Focusing on volume and mix is not intended to 
ignore other components of manufacturing. (Trujillo, 2007).  
3.4.2.1 Volume flexibility 
Volume flexibility is defined as the ability of a production system to adjust its 
amount of output to demand fluctuations (Schneeweiss, H. Schneider, 1999). It also 
describes the ability of the system to work economically at different output levels. 
Modifying production volume of specific products requires the capacity to use 
production equipment for many different tasks and the ability to change output rates 
of machines and work cells (Shuiabi et.al.,2005). Therefore, volume flexibility can 
be defined as a property of the system as a whole (Tempelmeier and Kuln, 1993). 
3.4.2.2 Mix flexibility 
The uncertainty as to which products will be accepted by customers creates a need 
for the mix flexibility. It includes changeover and modification flexibilities together. 
Changeover flexibility deals with the uncertainty as to the length of product life 
cycles and modification flexibility is directly about the uncertainty as to which 
particular attributes customers would want (Beach et.al, 2000). 
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4. MEASURING MANUFACTURING FLEXIBILITY 
Flexibility is evasive because it is a potential which depends on what happens in the 
future. However, the future is shrouded in uncertainty that can‟t be measured or 
predicted with accuracy. Therefore, the value of flexibility is difficult to ascertain. 
(www.analyticalq.com, 20.10.2010) Moreover, developing valid and reliable 
measures is not easily possible because of the complex, multi-dimensional and hard 
to capture concept of flexibility (Zhang et.al, 2003). Therefore, as the scope of study 
is so wide and ambiguous; each type or dimension of flexibility usually divided into 
a number of smaller elemental characteristics to describe its bounds. Beach et. al. 
(2000) states that the primary objective behind the drive to define the character and 
nature of manufacturing flexibility has often been the desire to measure or quantify 
the characteristic in some way.
 
In fact; in order to consider and interpret the results of flexibility, companies must 
have a way to evaluate it. However, it is not easy to use the evaluation methods for 
the flexibility of manufacturing systems because of the ambiguous definitions and 
the interdependence among the various types of it (Choi and Kim, 1998). Many 
researchers have proposed different measures related to flexibility. However; most 
have focused on a particular type of it, a static measure or a particular situation 
(Shuiabi et.al, 2005). There is also a growing body of the empirical research 
regarding to content-related issues.
 
According to Schneeweissa and Schneider (1999) manufacturing flexibility can be 
measured 
 by the number of a system's possible reactions, 
 by technical indicators, 
 by economical indicators  
Choi and Kim (1998) indicate that it is difficult to determine the overall system 
flexibility by adding individual flexibility measures of processes within the overall 
system because these types of flexibility are mutually interdependent and the effects 
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of them overlap each other in the process of absorbing various changes. Hence, it 
becomes more difficult to evaluate the whole flexibility of a manufacturing system if 
each component of flexibility is measured separately.  
Gras and Jover (2005) states that flexibility can be measured at a specific point in 
time, observing that what the environment requires and what the firm offers at that 
moment. But clear definitions and accurate measures are needed to construct and test 
the theory of manufacturing flexibility. The literature on this important subject 
includes some case studies, industry specific researches and basic mathematical 
models (Zhang et.al, 2003). In some approaches economical terms and scenario 
planning techniques are also considered in developing flexibility measures 
(Georgoulias et. al, 2007).  
A measure of flexibility is defined as in Equation 4.1 (Piplani and Wetjens, 2007). 
i
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(4.1) 
A similar measure for flexibility of an operation which can be expressed as 
)](/)(ln[)](/)([)( iimiimi jAjwjAjwjE  (4.2) 
where mw  is the „worth‟ of the operation ij , defined as the probability that the 
operation can be completed on machine m before it goes out of service (Piplani and 
Wetjens, 2007). 
i
imi jwjA )()(  (4.3) 
4.1 Measuring Partial Flexibilities 
Wahab et.al (2008) employ a two-stage approach in order to measure the machine 
flexibility. In the first stage the DEA algorithm is used that incorporates setup time, 
setup cost, processing time, processing cost, and weight of importance of an 
operation. In the second stage, they incorporate the uncertainties in demand and 
machine-part assignment, and the number of operations that a machine can perform. 
The analytical model is capable of computing machine flexibility measure between 0 
and 1 based on the assigned values for those parameters.
  
In his study Chang (2007) focused on measuring routing flexibility that incorporates 
routing efficiency, routing versatility and routing variety. Input and output variables 
for DEA model have been specified and parameters are quantified by entropy 
approach.
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In their study Wahab et. al. (2008) focus on the parameters like processing time, 
processing cost, number of operations. They also incorporate the uncertainties in 
demand and machine-part assignment for their machine flexibility measurement. A 
super efficiency Data Envelope Analysis model uses setup cost (in $), setup time (in 
minutes), processing cost (in $), and processing time (in minutes) as inputs. They 
also declare that future research may include several other parameters in the model, 
for example, properties of raw materials that the machine can handle, dimensional 
range that the machine can produce, and characteristics of parts in shape (Wahab 
et.al.,2008).
  
Some authors suggested three factors in measuring routing flexibility, namely: (a) the 
number of routes available for the processing of a part; (b) the efficiency of each 
route and (c) availability/utilization of routes (Chang, 2007). 
Chandra and Tombak (1992) consider the setup time, which shows how easily 
changes are made, to measure machine flexibility. Brill and Mandelbaum (1989), 
Chen and Chung (1996) and Wahab (2005) measure machine flexibility as weighted 
sum of machine-operation efficiencies. Koste and Malhotra (1999) suggest that 
machine flexibility can be defined in terms of the number of operations that a 
machine can perform (Wahab et.al.,2008).
  
Chang proposes an approach for the measurement of routing flexibility that 
incorporates three attributes: routing efficiency, routing versatility and routing 
variety. Both entropy and DEA techniques are used in the study (Chang, 2007).  
4.2 Measuring Overall Flexibility 
For a valid evaluation of flexibility in the scope of manufacturing system as a whole, 
it is desirable for flexibility to measure the unifying abilities of adaptation to 
composite environmental changes (Choi and Kim, 1998).  The measures which do 
not take into account the dynamics of a system and the stochastics of its environment 
are obviously not suited to capture comprehensive idea of the system‟s flexibility 
(Schneeweiss and Schneider, 1999).
  
Kahraman and others (2004) performed a fuzzy cash flow analysis for measuring the 
flexibility of CIMS. A financial evaluation model is set with a decision criterion 
based on the present worth. In order to get the results engineering economics 
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decision models in which the uncertain cash flows and discount rates are specified as 
triangular fuzzy numbers.
 
In their study Georgoulias and others implemented a flexibility evaluation toolbox 
approach which is stated to overcome the limitation of using a single measure, by 
providing the opportunity to select from a broader set of flexibility measures 
(Georgoulias et.al.,2007).  
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5. ENTROPY AS A MEASURE OF FLEXIBILITY 
Entropy is a thermodynamic property that is a measure of the energy which is not 
available for the work in a thermodynamic process. It is defined by the second law of 
thermodynamics and it expresses the disorder or randomness of the constituents of a 
thermodynamic system. It simply measures the degree to which energy is mixed up 
inside a system, that is, the degree to which energy is spread or shared among the 
components. (Schiller, 2010).
  
The close relationship between uncertainty and flexibility suggests the use of entropy 
to measure flexibility. It is a logarithmic measure of uncertainty in information 
theory, randomness in nature, disorder in thermal dynamics, information in 
cybernetics, concentration in economics, and diversity in ecology. 
(www.analyticalq.com, 20.10.2010) It reflects the number and balance of elements in 
a closed system. Therefore, in manufacturing systems, entropy can be interpreted as 
the diversity of alternatives.
 
There are two related definitions of entropy: 1) the thermodynamic definition and 2) 
the statistical mechanics definition. Thermodynamic entropy is a non-conserved state 
function in the sciences of physics and chemistry. In statistical mechanics, entropy is 
essentially a measure of the number of ways in which a system may be arranged, 
often taken to be a measure of "disorder." Specifically, this definition describes the 
entropy as being proportional to the logarithm of the number of possible 
configurations. Statistical mechanics demonstrates that entropy is governed by 
probability and it can be shown to be a good measure of randomness or uncertainty. 
(http://www.mtm.ufsc.br, 6.11.2010)
 
For isolated systems, entropy never decreases. (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Entropy, 
10.11.2010). There is a great interest in using a measure of flexibility to indicate a 
firm‟s capability (Shuiabi et.al, 2005).
  
i
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Yao (1985) used entropy to measure the routing flexibility of an FMS. Kumar (1986) 
used entropy as a means of measuring the operational flexibility of an FMS. Rao and 
Gu (1994) used entropy as a measure to quantify production volume and the 
flexibility to make different products (Shuiabi et.al, 2005).
  
Formula was originally proposed by Shannon as an avarage content which is gained 
from observing the realization of an experiment with N possible outcomes with 
probabilities of occurance given by N
pppp ...,,, ,321  (Martin and Rey, 2000). 
  
Well-known mathematical facts are, 
a. S attains maximum value in the equiprobable case, that is Npi /1  for all i 
values. 
b. S vanishes in the case that some 1jp  (and thus, 0jp  if ji ) (Martin 
and Rey, 2000). 
Entropy has been a measure for the number and the freedom of choice. Freedom of 
choice is interpreted as the probability of selecting a particular option. In general, the 
finer (or more deverse) the space of outcomes is, the bigger the associated value of 
entropy S is (Martin and Rey, 2000). 
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6. APPLICATION 
In literature, Slack (1987) distinguishes resource flexibility from system flexibility 
and defines the types of systems flexibility related to the product mix and production 
volume. This means that the flexibility of the components of a system directly affects 
the flexibility of the overall system. In this application, the overall flexibility is tried 
to be analyzed through the components of the whole system and the relationship is 
set according to the model presented in Zhang and others‟study (2003). 
 
Flexible Manufacturing 
Competence 
Flexible Manufacturing 
Capability 
  
Figure 6.1: Flexible Manufacturing Model (Zhang et. al., 2003) 
The Figure 6.1 summarizes the input-output relationship between flexible 
manufacturing competences and flexible manufacturing capabilities. Customer 
satisfaction can consequently be gained with the improvements in machine, labour, 
material handling and routing flexibilities within a manufacturing unit. Hence, a 
static measurement result which is obtained from manufacturing competences would 
simply reflect an overall outcome of the whole system in terms of manufacturing 
flexibility. That‟s because the input parameters of this study is selected from 
manufacturing competence elements to reach a numeric value related to overall 
flexibility as an output.
 
In order to evaluate manufacturing flexibility quantitatively and to donate the 
flexibility result in a single numeric value, an entropy based approach is preferred. 
As Tempelmeier and Kuln (1993) declared in their studies; the time aspect of the 
flexibility can be emphasized during the changes especially in production mix and 
Mix Flexibility 
Volume Flexibility Machine Flexibility 
Labour Flexibility 
Material Handling Flexibility 
Routing Flexibility 
 
 
Customer 
Satisfaction 
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production volume. Thus, as an integrating indicator for this characteristically 
different types of flexibility elements, the common concept “time” is chosen for the 
application.
   
Flexibility is a function of time on reaching the states (De Toni and Tonchia, 2005). 
In this study, the attributes corresponding to the machine, labour, material handling 
and routing are tried be included to the model in a time-based view. Manufacturing 
flexibility is calculated according to the circumstances of machine operation and set 
up times related to the handled products and the time losts that is originated from 
labour and transportation. The effects are demoted to the time dimension of the 
results within certain situations and the certain assumptions defined. For the static 
measurement of manufacturing flexibility, a snapshot should be analyzed to reflect 
the instant situation in the job shop.
 
The job shop which is hypothetically designed as manufacturing unit have the 
capability of producing 10 different products with 10 different machines located in a 
certain layout plan. The machines are encoded as T035, T043, F30, F31, F32, M6, 
PL6, BS2, BA1 and PAH. The codes and types of machines are listed in Table 6.1 
and the corresponding layout is shown in Figure 6.2 
Table 6.1: Machines and Codes (Koç T., 1992) 
Machine Codes Machines 
TO35 Turning Machine(Glidemeister) 
TO43 Turning Machine(Vertical) 
PL6 Plane 
M6 Drill (V6) 
BA1 Balance (Vertical-HOV 25) 
BS2 Broaching machine (Varinelli) 
F31 Teaser machine 
PAH Splay trimmer 
F30 Teaser machine 
F32 Blasting machine 
 
The layout in job shop enhances a system for the easier scheduling of parts by better 
balancing the machine loads and allows the system to produce a given set of part 
types or part families without interruption. Manufacturing flexibility could be 
addressed at different levels: the individual machine, the local system of machines, a 
manufacturing section of the factory that makes a particular part or product or the 
entire factory or company. 
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Figure 6.2: Layout of the Machines 
Any product to be processed is transported to the required first machine in 60 
seconds and the transportation of products between the machines is performed 
according to the time table below. The values for the transportation time between 
machines are given in seconds which have to be converted into minutes in the 
calculation phase.   
Table 6.2: Transportation Times Between Machines (sec.) 
 T035 T043 PL6 M6 BA1 BS2 PAH F30 F31 F32 
T035                     
T043 10            
PL6 60 60           
M6 40 40 20          
BA1 100 100 40 60         
BS2 80 80 20 40 20        
PAH 120 120 60 80 20 20       
F30 20 20 40 20 80 60 100      
F31 20 20 40 20 80 60 100 10     
F32 20 20 40 20 80 60 100 10 10   
 
In the job shop, some products can be produced after several operation steps whereas 
some can be completed in only one operation. Workers are also assumed to have 
different working speed values according to remain same for that operator; but would 
differ in other workers‟ speed values. The time losts are determined under the 
assumption that the the longer lasting operational activity on its specific machine, 
necessitates a higher level of qualified worker.  
The operational data used for the analysis is presented in Table 6.3. 
 
 
 
 
T035 
T043 
F30 
F32 
F31 
M6 PL6 BS2 BA1 PAH 
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Table 6.3: Operational Times and Setup Times (Koç T.,1992) 
Product  
Type 
Operational 
 Sequence 
Machinery 
Sequence 
Operation  
Time (in minutes) 
Machine Setup  
Time 
 (in minutes)  
P1 1 TO35 180 45 
 2 TO43 60 25 
 3 PL6 60 5 
 4 M6 130 5 
  5 BA1 120 25 
P2 1 TO43 166 23 
 2 TO35 158 43 
 3 PL6 60 15 
 4 M6 90 3 
  5 BA1 64 23 
P3 1 BA1 37 37 
P4 1 BA1 37 37 
P5 1 BA1 26 37 
P6 1 BA1 37 37 
P7 1 BS2 12 23 
 2 F31 40 43 
 3 PAH 10 5 
  4 F32 32 43 
P8 1 F30 20 25 
P9 1 F30 32 25 
P10 1 F31 100 43 
 2 F32 60 43 
  3 PL6 64 5 
 
In order to capture the dynamic aspect of machine and routing flexibilities, elements 
such as the probability of assigning an operation to a machine, the probability of 
assigning and transferring an operation from one machine to another can be 
considered (Wahab and Stoyan, 2008). In application part, the relative shares are 
used to determine the contribution of each operation to the total entropy value. With 
this aim, the operations are considered individually and also transferred in the way 
that the production planning requisites canalize.
 
To observe the overall operating pattern in sequence for each machine, a sample 
manufacturing plan is firstly prepared to have a general point of view. In this plan, 
according to product type (p) and related operational sequence (s), the operation 
process sequences are named as (ps) – with a two digit indicator and shown in 
Appendix A.1. (e.g. The indicatior 73 shows the 3rd phase of product 7). It is 
accepted that, the process goes through continually until the last operation 
accomplishes and there is no interruption in producing the multi-phased products as 
long as the machines are available for the next operation. Each machine is used 
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immediately after the last process ends up that the machine holds. The sequence 
priorities are also considered within the operation phases of a product but there is no 
priority between producing products. The uncertainty would be about which set of 
products to be produced or which products to be desired by the customers. Therefore 
an uncertainty also exists about which products to produce and how much time that it 
would allocate in total time.
 
For the analysis, the data is grouped in machine based approach at first. Time values 
corresponding to process, machine set up time and downtime originated from labour 
and transportation are seperately analyzed according to the product type that each 
machine can perform on. 
Table 6.4: Machines and the Products Produced 
Machines Products 
TO35 P1-P2 
TO43 P1-P2 
PL6 P1-P2-P10 
M6 P1-P2 
BA1 P1-P2-P3-P4-P5-P6 
BS2 P7 
PAH P7 
F30 P8-P9 
F31 P7-P10 
F32 P7-P10 
 
Each product is treated for different period of times in different operational 
sequences and on different machines in order to gain its last form. The time passed to 
produce one type of product through different phases on different machines is 
observed in detail. The period of time which can be defined as the manufacturing 
time of the job shop is the sum of the all periods of time that are allocated for typical 
purposes on specific products.  
The mathematical model is composed of; 
 
to Operation time for machine 
ts Set up time for machine 
tt Transportation time between related machines 
tl Downtime originated from labour/worker 
n Indicator for machine type 
m Indicator for operational processing sequence in production steps on n’th 
machine  
(Number of operational processing steps have different values for different products) 
 
totalT total time for production of all products in job shop 
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     The entropy for the manufacturing unit is calculated by the entropy 
formula where p is the relative share and the constant k is set to 1 (Shuiabi 
et.al.,2005).  
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The relative share p is calculated by a proportion of machine-based grouped results 
for total processing times and dependently other downtimes on a specific machine to 
the total time for all machines. 
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(6.3) 
Then the entropy value on specific machines can be calculated by means of 
Shannon‟s formula as below.  
)ln( nnn ppS  (6.3) 
The total entropy which is also an indicator for the flexibility degree of the 
manufacturing unit can be calculated as 
10
1
ln
n nntotal
ppS  (6.4) 
In this application these values are calculated as in Table 6.5. 
       Table 6.5: Calculated Relative Shares and Entropy Measures 
Machines 
np  nn pp ln  
 (T035) 0,19038 0,31579 
 (T043) 0,12274 0,25747 
 (PL6) 0,095742 0,22462 
 (M6) 0,102492 0,23347 
 (BA1) 0,234951 0,3403 
 (BS2) 0,016389 0,06738 
 (F31) 0,102047 0,2329 
 (PAH) 0,007783 0,03779 
 (F32) 0,080607 0,20298 
 (F30) 0,046867 0,14343 
Total Entropy  2,05615 
 
The graphical distribution of the relative shares and related to these the 
entropy values for each machine are observed as below. In Figure 6.3, it can be seen 
that relative shares and entropy values show about the similar charecteristics at 
different numeric values. 
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Figure 6.3: Relative Share and Entropy Distribution of Machines 
The entropy shares are calculated through Shannon‟s Formula for this hypotetic 
production process and the results on processing time, set-up time, transportation 
time and the time losts that is originated from the operators are grouped according to 
the related machines and the results are presented at Appendix B.1 to B.10 in detail. 
The overall entropy value of the operations on the manufacturing unit is calculated as 
“2,05615”. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                     Figure 6.4: Distribution of Entropy Values 
From the system view, overall flexibility is the sum of the flexibilities of the system's 
functions (Beach et. al., 2000). Therefore, the total entropy value can be calculated as 
the total portions of the entropy that reftects on each of the machines.
  
It is possible to observe that the machine based grouped total entropies are not equal 
for each of the machines. The maximum value belongs to the machine BA1 while the 
leasts are for the PAH and BS2. That is directly related the number of part types that 
these machines can perform on. The machines that are able to process various kinds 
of materials have an higher role on the entropy value and overall flexibility as well.
 
 
Distribution of Entropy Values
T035 T043 PL6 M6 BA1 BS2 PAH F30 F31 F32
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In point of view; entropy values are tried to be analyzed by means of the time that 
seperetaley allocated for processing, set up, transportation and labour operation for 
each under different product types. The relative share is calculated by means of each 
machine operation time individually and then analyzed together to have a common 
result. In brief, every operation step is included in operation for the specific machine 
in order to get an overall output. To formulate this case;  
10
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For analyzing the distribution of entropy, relative shares (the p values) are used. The 
entropy values of process, set up,  transportation and the time losts originated from 
workers for each machine are calculated. 
Table 6.6: Entropy Values of the Time Spent 
 
Operations Entropy of 
The Time Spent 
Operations Entropy of 
The Time Spent 
Process T035 0,6910274 Process BS2 0 
Set up T035 0,6928889 Set up  BS2 0 
Transport T035 0,4011899 Transport  BS2 0 
Labour T035 0,6931472 Labour  BS2 0 
Process T043 0,578718 Process F31 0,5982696 
Set up T043 0,6922789 Set up  F31 0,6931472 
Transport T043 0,4011899 Transport  F31 0,6931472 
Labour T043 0,6931472 Labour  F31 0,6931472 
Process PL6 1,098143 Process PAH 0 
Set up PL6 0,9502705 Set up  PAH 0 
Transport PL6 0,9936232 Transport  PAH 0 
Labour PL6 1,0986123 Labour  PAH 0 
Process M6 0,676526 Process F32 0,6460905 
Set up M6 0,6615632 Set up  F32 0,6931472 
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Figure 6.5: Entropy values of the time spent 
It can be observed that the time lost for the work to be performed on specific 
machine entropies are equal to “0”. That means the “p” values that we called relative 
share is equal to “1” exists by the the calculation of “LN 1= 0”. The basic difference 
of these “0” entropy value machines from the others are their operation step 
numbers. During the manufactirung period, The PAH and BS2 machines have only 1 
process step for this production. So we can interpret these machines as extremely 
unflexible because of the fact that; in case the related product is substracted from the 
mix; the machine would not work for any type of operation within that 
manufacturing unit. Analyzing the maximum entropy values of all belong to BA1 
machine operation have the maximum operation steps of “6”. So we can call the 
operations that is performed for the production of related products on this machine is 
the most flexible one among various operations grouped.
 
This application is an effort for the evaluation of overall operational flexibility 
through a specific manufacturing plan in an hyphotethically designed job shop. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Transport M6 0,6931472 Transport  F32 0,2976804 
Labour M6 0,6931472 Labour  F32 0,6931472 
Process BA1 1,6400083 Process F30 0,6662784 
Set up BA1 1,7729916 Set up  F30 0,6931472 
Transport BA1 1,7917595 Transport  F30 0,6931472 
Labour BA1 1,7917595 Labour  F30 0,6931472 
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7. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Manufacturing is the act of converting various inputs into the desired products. It is 
the sum of the activities that aim to add value and form the raw materials in a way 
that would lead customers use for satisfying their needs. Manufacturing has a 
complex structure that is formed by a great deal of components which can interact 
with environment and each other as well. Therefore, system view necessitates some 
comprehensive approaches that would handle the overall pattern.
 
There has been a great interest in finding more effective ways for manufacturing 
processes. Altough each of the manufacturing units has different structural 
configurations, the aim in enhancing the quality, speed and decreasing the costs or 
other possible losts in various resources are the common desires. Operations in 
manufacturing are always tried to be performed in a more ideal way. However, the 
environmental interdependencies and customers‟ specific expectations force 
manufacturing units to behave more compatible with their surrounding volatile 
conditions nowadays. The external dependencies and corresponding uncertainties in 
manufacturing environments force manufacturing units to adapt themselves for the 
volatile conditions. Companies are expected to find ways to improve their abilities to 
respond the changes whereever they stem from. Therefore, the literature proposes a 
great deal of studies informing manufacturers to enhance the adaptability degree of 
the manufacturing units. The emphasis here is on the reactions such as having an 
uninterruped ability for creating different options available.
 
Through the literature review about the manufacturing flexibility, it can be 
understood that the term is among the mostly being interested properties for the 
manufacturing systems. Despite this interest, it remains poorly understood in theory 
and fewer can be utilised in practice. Altough the flexibility in manufacturing is one 
of the outstanding topics in literature; common terms can‟t be determined for the 
types or classifications about it.
 
Flexibility mainly deals with the capability of responding to the environmental forces 
on time with no excessive requitals. A flexibly operating manufacturing unit can 
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adapt itself to the changing states without changing its basic configuration. It simply 
adjusts the design of manufacturing unit in terms of enhancing their behaviours as a 
whole system. Even the most flexible machines may only have a cost-generating role 
in case the system don‟t behave in a flexible way.
 
As the concept is expected to reflect some overall results; manufacturing flexibility is 
not interpreted as an easily gained or easily captured concept. The evasive nature of 
it causes most of the studies to concentrate only on its partial aspects. The studies 
that focus on the measurement of flexibility is not sufficent in scope or the number 
and of the studies. 
 
This study purposes on an entropy based manufacturing evaluation within the scope 
of an hypothetically designed job shop model. Under some assumptions defined, the 
entropy values are calculated. 
Manufacturing systems are dynamic and they can change even during the analysis. 
Thus to analyze the adaptability, a snapshot analysis is performed. The machines, 
routes, different products and the different processing prerequisites, sequences, the 
layout, operating speed of the worker and transportation of materials are examined in 
a time based view. An application is performed to analyze whether or not a time 
based flexibility measure can adapt to entropy based evaluation method for flexibility 
including the total time losts in every step of the manufacturing. In order to complete 
the study; entropy shares for this hypotetic production process and related results on 
processing time, set-up time, transportation time and the time losts that is originated 
from the operators are grouped according to the related machines.
 
The overall entropy is calculated as the sum of the partial entropies that is belong to 
10 machines in this job shop. Among the machines the most time allocating 
operations on any specific machine are able to be analyzed in this way. The machines 
that performs work on more products have higher relative share and thus, have the 
higher entropy value. It is accepted in literature that higher entropy value indicates a 
higher level of manufacturing flexibility.
 
However the total entropy value (2,0516) can not be evaluated in an exact and scaled 
measure such as the value read from a thermometer. That makes the case difficult to 
compare among the various types of manufacturing units. The measure is a more 
suitable indicator for comparing the pre or post results of the same evaluation in the 
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same manufacturing unit. In this way, minor contributions that would decrease the 
time lost and their effects on flexibility can be observed.
 
Relative share is the hidden indicator of entropic evaluations. Any change in time not 
only changes the related time variable but also effect the total time value. Therefore, 
the relative share changing is not regular or predictable form.
  
Research into the measurement of flexibility, when viewed at the system level, is 
likely to continue to appear inconsistent and confusing. For further research, a 
computer simulation of the job shop can be used to test the measure through a 
number of different scenarios using a discrete-event stochastic simulator in order to 
evaluate the performance of the measurement system with various possible values of 
relevant parameters. 
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  Machine Setup Time            
  Other downtime (Originated from worker and material transportation) 
 Operation time             
TO35 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 22 22 22 22 22 22 22 22 22 22 22 22 22 22 22 22 22 
TO43 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21         12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12                 
PL6                                                                 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 
M6                                                                                 
BA1 31 31 31 31 31 31 31 41 41 41 41 41 41 41 51 51 51 51 51 51 61 61 61 61 61 61 61                           
BS2 71 71 71 71                                                                         
F31         72 72 72 72 72 72 72 72 72 101 101 101 101 101 101 101 101 101 101 101 101 101 101 101                         
PAH                           73 73 73                                                 
F30 81 81 81 81 81 91 91 91 91 91 91           74 74 74 74 74 74 74 74                                 
F32                                                 102 102 102 102 102 102 102 102 102 102 102           
                                         
                                         
                                         
                                         
TO35 22 22 22 22                                                                         
TO43                                                                                 
PL6         23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 103 103 103 103 103 103 103 103                                         
M6 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24                             
BA1                               15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25   
BS2                                                                                 
F31                                                                                 
PAH                                                                                 
F30                                                                                 
F32                                                                                 
APPENDICES 
TABLE A.1: Sample Manufacturing Plan 
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TABLE A.2: Operational Entropy Calculation Table for T035 
T035 
Tasks 
 performed 
Operation  
time (min.) P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9 P10   
PROCESS P-P1-TO35 180 180 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0   
  P-P2-TO35 158 0 158 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0   
      180 158 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 338 
REL P   0,53254438 0,4674556          
T035  ENTROPY PROCESS -0,691027409  -0,33555038 -0,355477          
SETUP SET-P1-TO35 45 45 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0   
  SET-P2-TO35 43 0 43 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0   
      45 43 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 88 
REL SET UP   0,51136364 0,4886364          
T035  ENTROPY SET UP -0,692888894  -0,34295846 -0,3499304          
              
TRANSPORT T-P1-TO35 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0   
  T-P2-TO35 0,16 0 0,16 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0   
      1 0,16 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,16 
REL T   0,86206897 0,137931          
T035  ENTROPY TRANSPORT -0,401189862  -0,12794828 -0,2732416          
LABOUR L-P1-TO35 0,33 0,33 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0   
  L-P2-TO35 0,33 0 0,33 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0   
      0,33 0,33 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,66 
REL L   0,5 0,5         427,82 
T035  ENTROPY LABOUR -0,693147181  -0,34657359 -0,3465736          
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TABLE A.3: Operational Entropy Calculation Table for T043 
T043 
Tasks 
 performed 
Operation  
time (min.) P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9 P10   
PROCESS P-P1-TO43 60 60 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0   
  P-P2-TO43 166 0 166 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0   
      60 166 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 226 
REL P   0,26548673 0,7345133          
T043  ENTROPY PROCESS -0,578717979  -0,35208596 -0,226632          
SETUP SET-P1-TO43 25 25 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0   
  SET-P2-TO43 23 0 23 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0   
      25 23 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 48 
REL SET UP   0,52083333 0,4791667          
T043  ENTROPY SET UP -0,692278874  -0,3397527 -0,3525262          
TRANSPORT T-P1-TO43 0,16 0,16 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0   
  T-P2-TO43 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0   
      0,16 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,16 
REL T   0,13793103 0,862069          
T043  ENTROPY PROCESS -0,401189862  -0,27324158 -0,1279483          
LABOUR L-P1-TO43 0,33 0,33 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0   
  L-P2-TO43 0,33 0 0,33 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0   
      0,33 0,33 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,66 
REL L   0,5 0,5         275,82 
T043  ENTROPY LABOUR -0,693147181  -0,34657359 -0,3465736          
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TABLE A.4: Operational Entropy Calculation Table for PL6 
PL6 
Tasks 
 performed 
Operation  
time (min.) P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9 P10   
PROCESS P-P1-PL6 60 60 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0   
  P-P2-PL6 60 0 60 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0   
  P-P10-PL6 64 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 64   
      60 60               64 184 
REL P   0,32608696 0,326087        0,348  
PL6  ENTROPY PROCESS -1,098143014  -0,36541017 -0,3654102        -0,367  
SETUP SET-P1-PL6 5 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0   
  SET-P2-PL6 15 0 15 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0   
  SET-P10-PL6 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5   
      5 15 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 25 
REL SET UP   0,2 0,6        0,2  
PL6  ENTROPY SET UP -0,950270539  -0,32188758 -0,3064954        -0,322  
TRANSPORT T-P1-PL6 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0   
  T-P2-PL6 2 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0   
  T-P10-PL6 0,66 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,66   
      1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,66 3,66 
REL T   0,27322404 0,5464481        0,18  
PL6  ENTROPY PROCESS -0,993623211  -0,35449813 -0,3302273        -0,309  
LABOUR L-P1-PL6 0,83 0,83 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0   
  L-P2-PL6 0,83 0 0,83 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0   
  L-P10-PL6 0,83 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,83   
      0,83 0,83 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,83 2,49 
REL L   0,33333333 0,3333333        0,333 215,15 
PL6  ENTROPY LABOUR -1,098612289  -0,3662041 -0,3662041        -0,366  
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TABLE A.5: Operational Entropy Calculation Table for M6 
M6 Tasks performed 
Operation time 
(min.) P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9 P10   
PROCESS P-P1-M6 130 130 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0   
  P-P2-M6 90 0 90 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0   
      130 90 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 220 
REL P   0,59090909 0,4090909          
M6  ENTROPY PROCESS -0,67652596  -0,31087319 -0,3656528          
SETUP SET-P1-M6 5 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0   
  SET-P2-M6 3 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0   
      5 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 
REL SET UP   0,625 0,375          
M6  ENTROPY SET UP -0,661563238  -0,29375227 -0,367811          
TRANSPORT T-P1-M6 0,33 0,33 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0   
  T-P2-M6 0,33 0 0,33 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0   
      0,33 0,33 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,66 
REL T   0,5 0,5          
M6  ENTROPY PROCESS -0,693147181  -0,34657359 -0,3465736          
LABOUR L-P1-M6 0,83 0,83 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0   
  L-P2-M6 0,83 0 0,83 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0   
      0,83 0,83 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,66 
REL L   0,5 0,5         230,32 
M6  ENTROPY LABOUR -0,693147181  -0,34657359 -0,3465736          
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TABLE A.6: Operational Entropy Calculation Table for BA1 
BA1 
Tasks 
 performed 
Operation  
time (min.) P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9 P10   
PROCESS P-P1-BA1 120 120 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0   
  P-P2-BA1 64 0 64 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0   
  P-P3-BA1 37 0 0 37 0 0 0 0 0 0 0   
  P-P4-BA1 37 0 0 0 37 0 0 0 0 0 0   
  P-P5-BA1 26 0 0 0 0 26 0 0 0 0 0   
  P-P6-BA1 37 0 0 0 0 0 37 0 0 0 0   
      120 64 37 37 26 37 0 0 0 0 321 
REL P   0,37383178 0,1993769 0,11526 0,1153 0,081 0,1153      
BA1  ENTROPY PROCESS -1,640008336  -0,36783154 -0,3215069 -0,249 -0,249 -0,2036 -0,249      
SETUP SET-P1-BA1 25 25 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0   
  SET-P2-BA1 23 0 23 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0   
  SET-P3-BA1 37 0 0 37 0 0 0 0 0 0 0   
  SET-P4-BA1 37 0 0 0 37 0 0 0 0 0 0   
  SET-P5-BA1 37 0 0 0 0 37 0 0 0 0 0   
  SET-P6-BA1 37 0 0 0 0 0 37 0 0 0 0   
      25 23 37 37 37 37 0 0 0 0 196 
REL SET UP   0,12755102 0,1173469 0,18878 0,1888 0,18878 0,1888      
BA1  ENTROPY SET UP -1,77299163  -0,26265801 -0,2514299 -0,3147 -0,3147 -0,3147 -0,3147      
TRANSPORT T-P1-BA1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0   
  T-P2-BA1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0   
  T-P3-BA1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0   
  T-P4-BA1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0   
  T-P5-BA1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0   
  T-P6-BA1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0   
      1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 6 
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REL T   0,16666667 0,1666667 0,16667 0,1667 0,16667 0,1667      
BA1  ENTROPY PROCESS -1,791759469   -0,29862658 -0,2986266 -0,2986 -0,2986 -0,2986 -0,2986      
LABOUR L-P1-BA1 0,83 0,83 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0   
  L-P2-BA1 0,83 0 0,83 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0   
  L-P3-BA1 0,83 0 0 0,83 0 0 0 0 0 0 0   
  L-P4-BA1 0,83 0 0 0 0,83 0 0 0 0 0 0   
  L-P5-BA1 0,83 0 0 0 0 0,83 0 0 0 0 0   
  L-P6-BA1 0,83 0 0 0 0 0 0,83 0 0 0 0   
      0,83 0,83 0,83 0,83 0,83 0,83 0 0 0 0 4,98 
REL L   0,16666667 0,1666667 0,16667 0,1667 0,16667 0,1667     527,98 
BA1  ENTROPY LABOUR -1,791759469  -0,29862658 -0,2986266 -0,2986 -0,2986 -0,2986 -0,2986      
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
TABLE A.6: Operational Entropy Calculation Table for BA1 (Contd.) 
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TABLE A.7: Operational Entropy Calculation Table for BS2 
BS2 
Tasks 
 performed 
Operation  
time (min.) P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9 P10   
PROCESS P-P7-BS2 12 0 0 0 0 0 0 12 0 0 0   
      0 0 0 0 0 0 12 0 0 0 12 
REL P         1     
BS2  ENTROPY PROCESS 0        0     
SETUP SET-P7-BS2 23 0 0 0 0 0 0 23 0 0 0   
      0 0 0 0 0 0 23 0 0 0 23 
REL SET UP   0 0     1     
BS2  ENTROPY SET UP 0        0     
TRANSPORT T-P7-BS2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0   
      0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 
REL T   0 0     1     
BS2  ENTROPY PROCESS 0        0     
LABOUR L-P7-BS2 0,83 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,83 0 0 0   
      0 0 0 0 0 0 0,83 0 0 0 0,83 
REL L   0 0     1    36,83 
BS2  ENTROPY LABOUR 0        0     
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TABLE A.8: Operational Entropy Calculation Table for F31 
F31 
Tasks 
 performed 
Operation  
time (min.) P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9 P10   
PROCESS P-P7-F31 40 0 0 0 0 0 0 40 0 0 0   
  P-P10-F31 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 100   
      0 0 0 0 0 0 40 0 0 100 140 
REL P         0,286   0,714  
F31  ENTROPY PROCESS -0,598269589        -0,358   -0,24  
SETUP SET-P7-F31 43 0 0 0 0 0 0 43 0 0 0   
  SET-P10-F31 43 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 43   
      0 0 0 0 0 0 43 0 0 43 86 
REL SET UP         0,5   0,5  
F31  ENTROPY SET UP -0,693147181        -0,347   -0,347  
              
TRANSPORT T-P7-F31 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0   
  T-P10-F31 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1   
      0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 2 
REL T         0,5   0,5  
F31  ENTROPY TRANSPORT -0,693147181        -0,347   -0,347  
LABOUR L-P7-F31 0,66 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,66 0 0 0   
  L-P10-F31 0,66 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,66   
      0 0 0 0 0 0 0,66 0 0 0,66 1,32 
REL L         0,5   0,5 229,32 
F31  ENTROPY LABOUR -0,693147181        -0,347   -0,347  
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TABLE A.9: Operational Entropy Calculation Table for PAH 
PAH 
Tasks 
 performed 
Operation  
time (min.) P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9 P10   
PROCESS P-P7-PAH 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 0 0 0   
      0 0 0 0 0 0 10 0 0 0 10 
REL P         1     
PAH  ENTROPY PROCESS 0        0     
SETUP SET-P7-PAH 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 0   
      0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 5 
REL SET UP   0 0     1     
PAH  ENTROPY SET UP 0        0     
TRANSPORT T-P7-PAH 1,66 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,66 0 0 0   
      0 0 0 0 0 0 1,66 0 0 0 1,66 
REL T   0 0     1     
PAH  ENTROPY PROCESS 0        0     
LABOUR L-P7-PAH 0,83 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,83 0 0 0   
      0 0 0 0 0 0 0,83 0 0 0 0,83 
REL L   0 0     1    17,49 
PAH  ENTROPY LABOUR 0        0     
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TABLE A.10: Operational Entropy Calculation Table for F32 
F32 
Tasks 
 performed 
Operation  
time (min.) P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9 P10   
PROCESS P-P7-F32 32 0 0 0 0 0 0 32 0 0 0   
  P-P10-F32 60 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 60   
      0 0 0 0 0 0 32 0 0 60 92 
REL P         0,348   0,652  
F32   
ENTROPY PROCESS -0,646090505        -0,367   -0,279  
SETUP SET-P7-F32 43 0 0 0 0 0 0 43 0 0 0   
  SET-P10-F32 43 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 43   
      0 0 0 0 0 0 43 0 0 43 86 
REL SET UP         0,5   0,5  
F32  ENTROPY SET UP -0,693147181        -0,347   -0,347  
              
TRANSPORT T-P7-F32 1,66 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,66 0 0 0   
  T-P10-F32 0,16 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,16   
      0 0 0 0 0 0 1,66 0 0 0,16 1,82 
REL T         0,912   0,088  
F32  ENTROPY TRANSPORT -0,297680355        -0,084   -0,214  
LABOUR L-P7-F32 0,66 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,66 0 0 0   
  L-P10-F32 0,66 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,66   
      0 0 0 0 0 0 0,66 0 0 0,66 1,32 
REL L         0,5   0,5 181,14 
F32  ENTROPY LABOUR -0,693147181        -0,347   -0,347  
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TABLE A.11: Operational Entropy Calculation Table for F30 
F30 
Tasks 
 performed 
Operation  
time (min.) P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9 P10   
PROCESS P-P8-F30 20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 20 0 0   
  P-P9-F30 32 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 32 0   
      0 0 0 0 0 0 0 20 32 0 52 
REL P          0,3846 0,615   
F30  ENTROPY PROCESS -0,666278442         -0,3675 -0,299   
SETUP SET-P8-F30 25 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 25 0 0   
  SET-P9-F30 25 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 25 0   
      0 0 0 0 0 0 0 25 25 0 50 
REL SET UP          0,5 0,5   
F30  ENTROPY SET UP -0,693147181         -0,3466 -0,347   
              
TRANSPORT T-P8-F30 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0   
  T-P9-F30 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0   
      0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 2 
REL T          0,5 0,5   
F30  ENTROPY TRANSPORT -0,693147181         -0,3466 -0,347   
LABOUR L-P8-F30 0,66 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,66 0 0   
  L-P9-F30 0,66 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,66 0   
      0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,66 0,66 0 1,32 
REL L          0,5 0,5  105,32 
F30  ENTROPY LABOUR -0,693147181         -0,3466 -0,347   
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